ABSTRACT. In this paper, we study some properties of ultraconnected spaces and show that ultraconnected T spaces are maximal ultraconnected and minimal T We also introduce the notion 2 of F-connected spaces, topological spaces wich are both
closed.
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I. INTRODUCTION.
A topological space is ultraconnected if the intersection of any two nonempty closed sets is nonempty (Steen and In 1978 Andlma and Thron [2] defined a topological space (X,) to be upward directed if any two elements in (X,p()) have an upper bound, and it can easily be seen that the notion of upward directed and that of ultraconnected are equivalent.
Let (X,R) be a pre-ordered set. Define {} E X x R y} and {x} X y R x}, for each x E X.
(R), the point closure topology of R, is the smallest topology in which all sets {x}, x E X, are closed and V(R), the kernel topology of R, is the topology with basis {{} x E X}. A topology on X induces a pre-order R as described above iff (R)CCV(R) [2] .
2. ULTRACONNECTED SPACES.
In [2] , it is proved that a topological space (X,z) is maximal upward directed iff (X,p(z)) is a partially ordered set of length I, with a greatest element and T V(p(T)).
If (X,R) is a partially ordered set of length I, with a greatest element, say a, then V(R) P(X{a}) {X}. Thus the maximal ultraconnected topologies on a set X are precisely P(X{a }) {X }, where a c X. 
